JEFFERSON

PORCH FEST
Sponsored by the Jefferson Historic Preservation Commission

What
When
Where

Porch Fest is a free community music festival at which our historic places will serve
as the venues. We’ll celebrate Historic Preservation Month by spending the day with
our neighbors and friends, enjoying live music at locations throughout our historic
districts. We will host up to 32 different bands/musicians/performers who will each
play a 45-minute set at one of the eight locations.

Sunday, May 23, 2021 from 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm.
Our first Porch Fest will take place at eight historic locations in Jefferson, Georgia.
This is a rain or shine event and will go on no matter if the host location is indoors or
outside. *Masks and social distancing will be encouraged.*

All musicians are welcome! Solo or ensemble. The more genres the better. Please note that you
must be able to perform acoustically or at a reasonable volume that is suited to your host location.

Performer Requirements
≠
≠
≠
≠
≠
≠
≠
≠

Artists will generously perform (at least) one 45 minute set for no monetary compensation.
Artists will perform at their assigned location(s) only.
Artists will perform a family-friendly/PG set for a mixed audience.
Artists will play at a sound level respectful to the neighbors and/or other nearby performers.
Artists will provide a digital photo of themselves/ensemble to be used for promotion.
Artists will help to promote the event.
Artists must bring whatever gear they need for their performance. No PA, sound, or other
equipment is provided. Artists are responsible for the loading and set-up of all of their own gear.
Artists will be respectful of their hosts and work together to make this an amazing event.

HostRequirements
≠
≠
≠
≠

Hosts
Hosts
Hosts
Hosts

will
will
will
will

provide a stage and audience space (lawn, porch, driveway).
provide electricity for the performers.
create a welcoming and friendly atmosphere.
be available on-site at their location for the duration of the event.

HPC Sponsor Support
≠
≠
≠
≠

JHPC
JHPC
JHPC
JHPC

will create and provide all promotional materials.
will assign all performance locations and time slots.
will provide pop-up tents & additional extension cords if needed.
volunteers will be on-site at each location during the event.

For additional information or questions, please contact Diana Norton-Bagwell
by phone or email: 706-367-5714 (or) dnortonbagwell@cityofjeffersonga.com
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